
KARPATHOS 7 – 14. OCTOBER 2011

The day after we had been on the island tour we took a trip 
into Pigadia.

We went as close to shore as we could, all the way.

Here we come almost to the center. The town center and the harbor.

Kjell is waiting.

In one of the streets in the town center.



On the way down to the harbor again.

Some sightseeing boats are in the harbor. The biggest boat 
to the right is going to go to Diafani next day.

More boats. A fishing boat is on its way out.

Here the houses are standing against a high cliff. View from the harbor and north.



One last picture from the harbor. On the way back to the hotel we passed a place where they 
give away stray cats.

Many climbers at this house. It is not allowed to drive a car in this street, and there are a 
few restaurants here.

Here, Kjell has found a cat again. It is very cuddly.



It will be with us, but we don’t allowed him. This house has taken the wave.

A boat in the street. Date palm.

More cats.



This little kitten is sitting and looking after us. Many flowers.

The boat is on land for the winter. A large garden outside a restaurant.

Nice courtyard. Lime tree.



Lime fruit. More flowers.

Here we are walking past a restaurant called Pelagos. We ate here the first day we were here. The day after it 
was closed for the winter.

Here we see from the main road and across the side street 
where our hotel is located.

Olive tree. There are lots of olives on every tree, but they 
are a bit smaller than what we are used to.



Very lush in this garden. This is our hotel. The pool area on the right.

Here we look up to our balcony. A boat in the bushes behind the hotel.

The cat is wondering what is in the bag. The road from the hotel and down to the beach.



Down on the beach we see across the bay in direction of Pigadia.

When we turn around we see along the sandy beach. In the evening we eat at a restaurant located on the main 
road, not far from the hotel. It’s called Nisiotiko. We get 

local olives as a snack before ordering.

A dog coming in and begging at the table. Here it seems to get a snack.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5now-cKDlY


This time we had Kleftiko. It tasted very good. The next day we take pictures from our apartment and 
down to the pool.

The pool and a small pool bar. View from the balcony and north along the coast.

Views a little further inland. Later in the day, we go over to Nisiotiko Restaurant for 
lunch.

http://www.bradager.net/avm/oppskrifter/kleftiko1.html


After the meal we go to the nursery located next to the 
restaurant.

A quick look in. It’s so late in the day that the kids have 
been picked up by their parents.

Nisiotiko again. The super market.

A flower that later becomes a pomegranate. Unripe pomegranate.



Ripe pomegranate. The pool after the sun has gone down.

Next day we will walk in the outskirts of town. We 
thought that it was out in the wild, but it was on the tarmac 

almost all the way. Here we look back at the city.

We go south from the town. Here we look north past the 
town.

We came this way. A small church.



Inside the church. View from the platform at the church.

Here we look straight down. A cross by the roadside.

This sign tells a legend:
«Many years ago a woman was making an offering of a holy bread to  

Panagia Larniotissa. She dropped the bread by accident on this  
location, and she cursed God. Then the bread turned into stone.»

There are several cross in the area. Here we see a cross on 
a peak far away.



Here all of us take a short rest. Here we get a better glimpse of the cross on the peak.

We will pass by this church. We are approaching.

Fine flowering plants. Soon up by the church.



Up at the church. One of the tour group and the Apollo 
guide to the right.

There are some olive trees below the church.

A picture on the wall outside the church. Inside the church.

This is also in the church. On the way back down towards the city, we passed these 
sheep.



Most of them are in the shade under the trees. View south along the coast.

Under the trees up there is a male goat. Here it is.

Here we look north towards the town. An old brick well, which was empty now.



A pine tree wit a lot of cones. Do not know what kind of berries this is.

Thyme. We still have views southward along the coast.

Buildings in the hills west of the town. Shortly after we were down in the town again.


